Symmetrical About Centerline

SNB-F16-02 Forward Tunnel Zee,
Make sure fuselage is square and Upper Longerons are
straight (giving 40" dimension as shown).
Note: If Zee is bowed when installed it may prevent
proper installation of wings.

Drill for Cherry CCC-46 Flush Blind Rivets, 36 places.
Rivets installed after wing rigging with rivets flush
on tunnel side. Prepare holes per Detail "R".

Cherry CCC-46 Flush Blind Rivets, 20 Required
Install Rivets flush on tunnel side per Detail R

SNB-F16-13 Forward Spacer Plate
Qty 2 Required

SNB-F16-07 Shear Plate

View K-K
View Looking forward at Forward Tunnel Zee
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